
Fill Out the Partnership Form
Our curaon board, will review 

your informaon.
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Speak with Our Team
We will schedule a me to talk about

your vision and the scope of your projects.
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Make the Trade
Our team’s goal is to assure smooth and 

friconless transacons.
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Onboarding
We’ll help you develop a robust NFT ulity and 
start minng your work on our marketplace.
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How It Works

Get Started
Fill out the Partnership Form at
voex.io/partner

Introducing a New WEB3 
Use Case for Philanthropy

Incenvize community engagment

Advance your organizaon’s mission

Moneze intellectual assets
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Realize the untapped value of your 
organizaon’s content.

Become
a Partner on the
VoEx Marketplace

VoEx is dedicated to improving the human condion through the promoon of individual liberty and 
free markets. We’ve created an NFT marketplace that provides the tools for nonprofit instuons to 
build community, deepen relaonships with their supporters, and moneze their intellectual property.



Features

User-friendly NFT marketplace

Curated projects

Guided onboarding process

NFT project playbook

VoEx Partnership

The VoEx Solution

We welcome anyone interested in advancing this excing marketplace 
for liberty. Upon joining, you will gain access to exclusive iniaves and events 
that are available only to VoEx Marketplace members and their supporters.

VoEx is a marketplace that provides a tool for building community and 
monezing content by minng and selling it as NFTs. The value of wrien works, 
images, audio and video content can be enhanced through added ulity incenves 
and exclusive experiences.

Join the VoEx Marketplace

Get Started at voex.io

Incenvize community engagement

Deepen relaonships with supporters

Expand audiences

Moneze intellectual assets

Benefits



NFT Projects

One of One’s
This is an opportunity for organizations to monetize their most coveted 
intellectual or creative content while strengthening the sense of patronage 
with donors.

Special Editions
Special Edition collections are a larger portfolio of unique pieces that offer 
eexclusive experiences, engaging utility, and physical items. Collectors become 
stakeholders who are deeply invested in the organization’s mission.

NFT ownership rights may include:
Exclusive Meet and Greets
Presale Access to future NFT Drops
Access to Events
Discounts + Privileges
Merchandise Giveaways
VoEx Access Pass
““Learn to Earn” Programs

VoEx offers unique NFT Projects denoting different degrees of 
scarcity, from one-of-a-kind NFTs that represent a significant 
work, to larger collections that are accessible to a wider 
audience. Included in the NFTs are added utilities and 
experiences that will help build community engagement.

Get Started at voex.io


